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A perspective on how connected cars
are transforming business models and
elevating customer experience across
the automotive industry.

For decades, cars have connected us to our
destinations. Now connected cars transform the very meaning of mobility and the
automotive experience. How can OEMs
take advantage of this once in a lifetime
disruptive opportunity?

The Need to Connect:
Ubiquitous Internet Connectivity
and Consumer Demand
Basic car connectivity originated in the early 1990s with telematics,
a set of technologies that collected and distributed vehicle
information to centralized hubs, enabling simple functions such as
vehicle tracking and emergency communications. In subsequent

Today passengers and vehicles leverage the powerful combination

years, these applications expanded in scope, but remained focused

of elegant applications and high-speed networks to engage in a rich,

primarily on business solutions.

continuous dialogue with an exploding number of parties to provide
entertainment, solve problems and plan passenger days.

This began to rapidly change with improvements in cellular data networks, increased consumer demand for focused applications and

This connected car revolution, while transformative for consumers,

the emergence of a capable, entrepreneurial developer community.

also holds the potential to drastically shift the basis on which original

These advancements, paired with increased phone processing power,

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) compete, representing one of the

enabled the rise of mobile apps, which trained consumers to expect

greatest disruptions to the multi-trillion dollar automotive industry

elegant solutions to fulfill even their smallest needs (Figure 1).

since the invention of the internal combustion engine.

Naturally, the same set of technologies were fully accessible to

In this paper, we will discuss the origins of connected cars, explore

vehicles. And because consumers carried their phones into their

the challenges and opportunities facing OEMs and provide our

vehicles, the stage was set for vehicles and cell phones to vie with

viewpoint on how to successfully manage the rapid transformation

each other to best leverage connectivity – and each other’s data – to

taking place in the industry today.

interact with customers.

Car Connectivity Drivers

Fig. 1

Challenges

Drivers
• Consumer demand –
entertainment, navigation,
convenience, comfort

• Network Infrastructure –
coverage, speed, reliability
• Commoditization of
connectivity

• Business case – brand,
competitive positioning,
sales, services, revenues

• Security and safety
• Reliability
• Relevance

• Safety, traffic management

Connectivity definition boundaries
• In-car connectivity

• Car to customer mobile phone or device

• Car to internet

• Car to government or emergency services

• Car to OEM

• Car to car

• Car to dealerships

• Car to environment: roads, human, and other objects
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OEMs were quick to recognize both the scale of the opportunity and

Connectivity Feature Explosion

this competitive dynamic with smartphones. They have responded

Fig. 3

by making connectivity a core tenet of their corporate strategies and
are racing to deliver new applications (Figure 2).

Connectivity as a Corporate Strategy

Internet radio, web-based utilities,
connected navigation, and utilities,
for traffic, parking, and fuel

Traditional
Telematics

Emergency and roadside assistance,
remote car environment control, theft
notification, immobilization, customer
phone app-based information, trip and
fuel management

Aftermarket

Automated service triggers and booking,
remote diagnostics, and over-the-air
(OTA) software and firmware updates

Personalization

User personalized settings on shared
vehicles, unified experiences across
channels like website or mobile apps

Safety and Traffic
Management

Active safety, road safety alerts, communication with road and government
infrastructure, and autonomous driving

Insurance Models

Usage-based insurance

Fig. 2

Product Leadership

1

Infotainment

• State-of-the-art, relevant connected
features and services
• New brand equity
• Safety and traffic management
transformation
Customer Service
• Best-in-class customer service
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• Leverage connectivity to
minimize car downtime,
increase aftermarket efficiencies
• Ability to remotely fix a large number
of cars, reducing warranty/recall costs
New Revenue Streams
• Sale of connected services and
infotainment

3

Newer Business
Models

Car sharing and in-car delivery services

• Enhanced service penetration
• Reduced costs
• New business models

The success and impact of these applications can be clearly seen
by looking at their near-term revenue projections. According
to the Statista Digital Market Outlook, the market for in-car
connectivity is predicted to grow at a 37% CAGR the next five

An important attribute of this new application set is the expansion

years, generating a massive $72 billion in revenue by 2021. And if

of scope and complexity represented in the relationships people

one believes – as we do – that the way vehicles interact with tech-

have with their car. Historically, vehicles had a discrete set of

nology will greatly influence automobile purchasing decisions

responsibilities: safely, stylishly transport passengers to their

in the future, this impressively large number significantly under-

destination and entertain them with music along the way.

states their full economic impact.

With connectivity-enabled applications, however, the reach into
consumers’ lives has exploded.

From a scale perspective, the next chart shows that the overall
number of connected vehicles is forecast to increase by a factor

As indicated in the next chart, these features span well beyond

of 7x through 2021, resulting in potentially 191 million connected

entertainment, moving into previously untrodden areas such as

cars (Figure 4). Given the fact there were 94 million vehicles

personalization, insurance and cross-channel experience (Figure 3).

manufactured globally in 2016, this means that these technologies, already standard on many models, will be ubiquitous in a real
sense, in the near future.
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Connected Hardware - Top 5 Connected Car Markets

Fig. 4

Statista Digital Marketing Outlook / www.statista.com
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STATUS
PERFORMANCE

opportunities of modern marketing. Because software is devel-

CONNECTIVITY

P
R
D
N

oped more on the basis of data and an understanding of customer needs than on proprietary automobile manufacturing IP,
the emergence of connected apps, and the in-cabin and remote

ENVIRONMENT

VALUE

experiences they enable, will not be constrained by legacy OEM

BRAND

advantages or brand positioning (Figure 5).
For example, while it would be incredibly difficult for mid-tier brands
to usurp luxury German brands in consumers’ eyes on the basis
of the driving experience, one can imagine an innovative upstart
creating superior apps that create a more attentive, personal-

SAFETY

DESIGN
QUALITY

ized transportation experience. As we see, a defining element of
this new playing field is that the strategic advantages of the past,
such as proprietary automotive engineering, matter far less than
astute, empathetic computer scientists. And no segment is more
vulnerable than the high end of the market, where OEMs enjoy a

The connectivity transformation therefore raises important ques-

hard-won premium that will need to be re-earned in the future

tions for OEMs: what will the value chain of the future look like and

based on a completely different set of competencies.

what pieces do they need to own?
In the sections that follow, we present our views on these important
questions and provide guidance for consideration.
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Product Strategy

Connectivity Features: Infotainment

The first step to success in a world of connected vehicles is to

The first category, “Incremental Value”, includes a broad set of

develop a comprehensive product strategy. To do this effectively,

infotainment features. While it’s true that a connected car can credibly

two important elements are required: to correctly articulate

perform many of these tasks – and some of these low-hanging

what the future will require and make a set of build/buy/partner

fruit opportunities are gaining traction for OEMs – smartphones

decisions for the key components of the value chain.

have already delivered market-leading applications in many of

The most successful OEMs will not necessarily be the ones who
quickly build every element. Instead, firms should think holistically about the customer experience they wish to create and then
map the best journey to get there. Fundamental management
principles of value assessment, revenue potential, cost benefit

these areas and represent strong incumbents. To shift user habits
away from smartphones, OEMs will need to deliver significantly
improved customer experiences, something that could potentially
be accomplished either by making the features easier to access and
use, or by combining data sets in unique ways.

analysis and long-term costs should be combined with a keen

Using the example of a route-finder application, a connected car

focus on differentiation. It is vital to have a crisp understanding

could detect accidents on a driver’s route, flash a notification on the

about the elements of the vehicle experience that will stand out

windshield heads up display and suggest an alternate route without

and keep customers coming back to the brand.

requiring the driver to look down at his phone. This would represent

To help illustrate this, the chart below shows an example
set of connectivity features mapped against business value
and complexity (Figure 6):

an improvement on today’s incumbent experience, which requires
drivers to divert their attention away from the windshield and, in
some cases, look around the cabin for their mobile device.
However, OEMs will want to choose their battles wisely. Each new
feature will cost resources to develop and increases the overall
cost of vehicle production. If customers ignore many of these new
features in favor of smartphones, the investment will be wasted and
will reduce overall competitiveness of OEM pricing.

Connectivity Features – Value Discovery

Fig. 6

Incremental value and
“cool” element

Customer Satisfaction
and Revenue

High Impact Social
Transformation

Infotainment

Traditional Telematics
& Connected Aftermarket

Safety, Traffic Management

• OTA SOFTWARE / FIRMWARE UPDATES

• GOVERNMENT
/ TRAFFIC INTEGRATION

Relative Complexity >

• REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS • TRAFFIC COORDINATION
• REMOTE HEATER / AC
• ROAD SAFETY ALERTS
• TRIPS, FUEL MANAGEMENT
/ RESPONSE
• THEFT NOTIFICATION, IMMOBILIZING
• EMERGENCY / ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
• VEHICLE SERVICE TRIGGERS AND BOOKINGS
• PARKING AND FUEL

• POINT OF INTEREST • MOBILE APP BASED TELEMATICS

• USAGE BASED INSURANCE
• CAR PERSONALIZED SETTINGS
• CAR SHARING
• CONNECTED NAVIGATION
• IN CAR DELIVERY SERVICES
• SURFING, SOCIAL MEDIA
• INTERNET RADIO
• Traffic INFO

Personalization

Insurance, New Business Models
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An alternative strategy and perhaps the better option could see

performed at a fraction of cost and time. A large-scale recall could

the OEM serve as a master integrator. In this model, an OEM could

potentially be resolved or mitigated by use of such features, saving

architect an applications hub that could easily plug in external

up to billions of dollars in recall costs. However, these features

applications. This could be done in two ways:

are complex, and require significant changes in underlying

1. Basic: OEMs could integrate with external applications via API
2. Advanced: OEMs could convince app makers to develop features
for their platform that would be distributed to end users
via an OEM application store

Aftermarket
The most significant element of aftermarket features is that they rely
on vehicle-specific data and are therefore somewhat less susceptible
to competition from smartphones and other third-party devices.
In addition to having the potential to meaningfully improve

vehicle electronics architecture to support the volume, speed and
technological aspects. These aspects include networks, protocols,
and vehicle software configuration management.
Despite the attractive commercial potential of this category, these
features also need to be aligned with automotive customer service
processes to ensure a complete solution is delivered to the customer
and dealer. These processes should be supported by organizational
and process discipline in areas such as dealer interaction with customers, keeping an eye on the ultimate impact to service shop revenues.

New Business Models

the in-cabin experience, these applications also give OEMs the

Perhaps more transformative than the introduction of new features is the

opportunity to establish direct, interactive customer relationships

emergence of entirely new connectivity-enabled business models. We

– something they’ve historically outsourced to dealers.

are still early in the maturity cycle, so it remains unclear which of these

For example, many of these features build upon existing telematics
infrastructure and increase the intimacy of the passenger’s vehicle
relationship by providing personalized concierge services, trip
information management, emergency and roadside assistance,

paradigms will generate the largest financial rewards. But with many
exciting use cases already emerging in the market – such as car sharing,
usage-based insurance, in-car deliveries and concierge services -- there
are ample opportunities to examine this rapidly evolving space.

mobile app-based remote operations (lock-unlock as example),

Each of these new models leverages advancements in connectivity to

remote immobilization and stolen vehicle tracking.

drastically reduce the friction required to deliver external services inside

Owning many of these interactions may prove strategically vital for
OEMs, as they serve as the foundation for the customer experience.
If OEMs help the driver decide on their route, it opens the door to
making recommendations. This is something that if done well, could
extend to becoming a personal assistant – a position of great power.

the car. Car sharing, for example, used to rely on a centralized location
where drivers would check-in and collect keys or smart cards (Figure 7).
But now, using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) or near-field communication
(NFC), drivers can simply go to the nearest shared car and use an app on
their smartphone to reserve, unlock and start the vehicle.

Another opportunity in this area is the ability to enhance

Connected Car Sharing

aftermarket efficiencies and customer satisfaction. For example,

Fig. 7

remote service bookings enable cars to remotely invoke a service
request bundled with diagnostic data. This enables a service shop
to plan in advance for the service required, optimizing customer

CAR
SHARING

service and repair shop efficiency.
Further exploring this category, synchronous remote diagnostics
include technologies like diagnostics over Internet Protocol (IP),
which can be leveraged through remote diagnostic connection

CUSTOMER
Commercial processes
(booking, sharing
invoicing etc)

from the service shop to the car. This access to detailed diagnostics
– without requiring the vehicle to be physically present in the shop

Remote firmware updates provide an additional means of decoupling of the car’s physical location and the means to improve
software updates. But by enabling over the air (OTA) remote
software downloads and updates, software-only fixes can be

Commercial
information
exchange

BLE / NFC / Other
radio technologies
to scan, position,
connect,
authenticate,
authorize

– has the potential be a highly valuable platform for future use cases.

it. Today cars must be physically present in the shop to receive

Digital key
management

CUSTOMER
Phone acts as key
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This completely removes the dependence on a centralized location

By leveraging connected, in-vehicle devices, insurance companies are

and the need to manage a physical inventory of keys. When the

now able to track driving patterns to assess individual driver risk based

management of a shared fleet of vehicles relies purely on software

on personal driving data. This customized information enables insurance

and back-office staff, the lines between an OEM and a shared-car

companies to more accurately match premiums to risk, ultimately leading to

service begin to blur. Looking to the future, will drivers subscribe

increased profits. And it benefits society through improved driving behavior,

to vehicle services from Zipcar that provide access to several OEMs’

leading to a reduction in accidents and energy consumption. Looking to

vehicles or will they go straight to BMW to gain access to a shared

the future, one can easily imagine joint go-to-market opportunities for

fleet of cars from Bavaria?

OEMs and insurance companies, with tighter device integration leading to

Insurance is another huge market where vehicles, and the OEMs

opportunities for increasingly customized insurance rates.

who manufacture them, are dramatically increasing their level of

In areas where OEMs attempt to take the lead on business model

interaction (Figure 8).

innovation, it will be crucial to employ modern product development
practices such as design thinking. The starting point to any successful
product development journey is identifying the correct problem to

Usage-Based Insurance Example

Fig. 8

solve. Too often, companies direct their focus within their own four walls.
Instead, design thinking guides firms to shift focus externally, placing their
attention on customer empathy and outside-in thinking to rapidly build

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
Newer Innovative
and relevant products - starting
with UBI - PAYD PHYD*

and test prototypes. By focusing on customer needs and quickly getting

CONNECTED CAR

innovative solutions that resonate with customers without overinvesting
valuable time and money on solutions that fail to gain traction.

ACTUARIAL ANALYSIS
Extreme analytical capabilities
with multiple denominations

minimally viable products to actual consumers, companies can find

ENABLING
TECHNOLOGIES

Social Transformation
Beyond the enablement of new features and business models, the
ability to collect and intelligently share data can also be leveraged deliberately for the betterment of society. Traffic management, transpor-

PRODUCT COSTING
Accuracy and Agility - Ability to
adjust costing and pricing almost
instantaneously

tation safety and driver behavior are all areas that, with timely access to
EXTREME
ANALYTICS

specific data, can be improved in ways that benefit society as a whole.
Imagine for example a pothole on a country road that has developed
in early spring. Without road-sensing modules that feed data back
to a vehicle cockpit, drivers could fail to spot the obstacle until the

MARKETING
Social media – dramatically
amplifying reach, leads, prospects,
and customers

last moment and might swerve to avoid it, potentially triggering a
DIGITAL CHANNEL

destructive accident. When that information is presented even a few
seconds in advance – and particularly when the vehicle suggests
corrective actions to avoid the obstacle – it can convert a potential
accident to a non-incident.

SALES
In-car communications and
mobile apps enhancing new and
renewal sales effectiveness

SOCIAL MEDIA

Pushing this paradigm further is the realization of fully autonomous
driving, which promises true transformational change in areas such as
vehicle ownership, safety, traffic and urban space management. In these
areas, OEMs will need to work closely with their peers, government
agencies and third-party providers to craft frameworks and policies to

CLAIMS SERVICES
Drastic reduction in servicing time,
lower claims disputes and higher
service levels

DIGITAL
CONSUMER

govern what will be an entirely novel consumption and usage model.
To succeed in this disruptive environment, OEMs will need to carve out
ambitious but achievable strategies and pursue them with dogged
commitment. From the board room to the assembly line, these en-

Powered by connected car analytics and enabling cloud technologies

deavors will require tight cooperation throughout all levels of an organization. The stakes cannot be any higher, given the potential for OEM

*UBI = Usage-Based Insurance, PAYD = Pay As You Drive, PHYD = Pay How You Drive

market share across the automotive industry to be completely remixed.
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Value Realization Strategy

Value Realization Strategy: Key Elements

Many of the advancements we explore in this paper represent tech-

Fig. 9

Identifying the complexity and its drivers is critical for
prioritization and success of implementation

nological innovation. But in many cases, successfully bringing these
innovations to market and realizing their full value is more com-

ORGANIZATION

plex than simply getting the technology right (Figure 9).

• Functional collaboration model
across product development,
IT, marketing, sales, service,
and others
• Structure, hierarchy, and division
of responsibilities

The building blocks to these solutions are a combination of traditional OEM elements, such as engines, powertrains and steering
apparatus, along with externally supplied connectivity technology such as reliable cellular data networks and mobile application
development ecosystems. It is through the delicate marriage of

COMPLEXITY

these two worlds where incremental value is generated.
For connected products and services, we have observed that
OEMs are most successful when they avoid traditional product
development techniques used for engines and emission
controls, in favor of the agile development principles of software

PROCESS
• Alignment between product
development process and
IT processes
• Accelerate the ideation-toindustrialization cycle
TECHNOLOGY
• Numerous technologies spanning
car, web, communications,
devices, and processing
• Integrated ecosystem of cars,
OEMs, dealers, partners, devices,…

development. Finding the correct balance between these two
different worlds of hardware and connected software can mean
the different between success and failure.
In addition to implementing the appropriate product development practices, it is also vital to define an organization design
that supports complex, cross-functional interactions and incorpo-

organization framework. These teams work best when the overall

rates adequate levels of governance.
The chart below shows how an organization structure can evolve
on the journey from functional to agile (Figure 10).

unitfunctions as a single, cohesive group that is supported by
strong leadership and regularly communicates with the larger
organization. Because the working style of these teams often differs

The key to this value realization framework is the way each functional

from “business as usual”, it is ideal to form a dedicated project team

area is brought together and empowered via a cross-functional

as unencumbered from historical, day-to-day duties as possible.

Value Realization Strategy: Organize

Fig. 10

Ideation

Industrialization
FEATURE DECISION
OWNER

FEATURE SOURCE

•
•
•
•

External research
Research & Development
Advanced Engineering
Supplier

• High-level concepts
• Proofs of concept

•
•
•
•
•

PROGRAMS AND
GOVERNANCE

Marketing & Sales
Product Development
Customer Service
IT
Cross Functional
Decision Board
• Others (Finance, Mfg, etc.)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Program structure for
governance, integration,
project ownership

Value analysis
Competitive benchmarking
Roadmap
Car programs with features,
fundings, and plan

Car Programs
Onboard
Offboard IT
Line organizations
IT Programs

EXECUTION

•
•
•
•

Engineering
Supply Chain
IT projects
Suppliers

•
•
•
•

Implementation
Procurement
Integration
Validation
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Process Strategy
The organizational characteristics described above can also

cadence, while hardware updated

be used to customize existing corporate frameworks, to align

or even only during model changes. A thoughtful, flexible

with the company’s business objectives for connected cars.

integrated plan with tight communication becomes critical to

Traditionally, the automotive product development process,

harmonizing development and refresh activities.

while very robust, proceeds slowly.

While these timelines are

acceptable for general automotive products, they are not suitable
for dynamic feature introduction.

every 6 months, annually,

Given how deeply product development is entrenched within
automotive OEMs, there is a high degree of cultural inertia pushing
back against cross-functional, agile models like the one described

Different processes are used by hardware and software teams

here.

It can therefore be helpful initially to outsource certain

(Figure 11). As a result, when hardware and software companies

elements of the development process to more quickly cultivate

innovate together, the interplay between deliverables on different

a team less beholden to historical norms. This can be through an

timelines is another dynamic that requires proactive manage-

external partner, or through creation of self-contained product units

ment. For example, software might be updated on a bi-weekly

within the OEM.

Value Realization Strategy: Process Alignment

Fig. 11

Cross Functional Product Developemnt Integration / Collaboration

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
DISCIPLINE

STRATEGY

CONCEPT

ENGINEERING

MASS PRODUCTION READINESS

AFTERMARKET

PROGRAM MANAGMENT
MARKET PROCESS
DESIGN / STYLING
VEHICLE FEATURES FINALIZATION
MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT

platform strategies

ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT

platform strategies

IMPACT

MANUFACTURING
SUPPLY CHAIN PROCESSES

Out of Sync

LEGAL / CERTIFICATIONS
INTEGRATED VERIFICATIONS
AFTERMARKET READINESS

Multiple governance 			
structures

• 54 week concept to industrialization for new car platforms
• Testing 12 months prior to launch
Milestone at every process discipline

CONNECTIVITY OFFBOARD / IT FEATURES DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
WATERFALL

AGILE

REQUIREMENTS

ARCHITECTURE
& DESIGN

DEPLOYE

DEV & TEST

PRODUCT
BACKLOG
1 EPIC-1
2 EPIC-2
3 EPIC-3
4 EPIC-4

SPRINT
PLANNING
REFINE
BACKLOG

SPRINT-X

			
Overlapping functions
( Architectures)
Organization politics –
Rivalry, E2E Ownership, 		
Design choices

USER STORIES
DEV
TEST
DEPLOYE

• Multiple – Waterfall / Agile / Hybrid / Customized
• Not an integrated feature plan – more a list of discrete features from with three to
twenty-four month timelines

Infosys Consulting analysis, 2017
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Sourcing Strategy
Among the many differences between hardware and software, one of

Many of the development cycles for hardware elements include

the most important relates to the way product updates are distributed.

multi-year lead times. The challenge is that customer preferences

Most car owners have had the experience of receiving a via old-fashioned

– and external competition – are moving on a more frequent, even

letter mail, notifying them that their vehicle has a faulty part. To correct

monthly or weekly cadence. To compensate for this timing mis-

this, they are instructed to bring their car to a dealer, where a replacement

match, OEMs can instead take a more platform-centric approach

part can be manually installed. Even in the digital world of email, this

to major features, enabling faster development at the edge and for

process still requires physically taking the vehicle to the dealership.

partners to focus on areas of core expertise (Figure 13):

Contrast this with how modern software as a service (SaaS) companies

Fig. 13

deploy fixes. When a bug fix is completed by their development team, the
code is pushed to production and all users of the software immediately –
and automatically - benefit from the fix. This allows these firms to sell
a product that is in some ways incomplete and fix it at a later date. Tesla

CORE AUTOMOTIVE
Product development cycle > 4 years
Product life cycle – yrs

has seen success with this model in the automotive market, building cars

Auto OEM, partner suppliers

GOVERNANCE CENTER OF GRAVITY

that can receive updates digitally to enable incremental features such
as self-parking.
This paradigm shift is particularly important as OEMs consider their future
sourcing strategies. Below is an example of a traditional sourcing model

CONTENT PROVIDERS AND AGGREGATORS

for telematics gateway features (Figure 12):

Current Sourcing Model for
Telematics Gateway

Fig. 12

Rapid innovation
High upgrade cycle, upgrades (weeks)

Multiple independent neutral
content providers, innovators

INNOVATION CENTER OF GRAVITY

CORE AUTOMOTIVE
Product development cycle > 4 years
Product life cycle – yrs

Auto OEM, partner suppliers

To do this, instead of developing features internally on multi-year
lead times, manufacturers can expose internal vehicle elements
via application programming interfaces (APIs) and include an

HMI / INFOTAINMENT HOME UNIT
Development cycle – 4 yrs
Upgrade cycle – 3 yrs

Partners and Tier-1 suppliers

in-vehicle mechanism to run applications provided at a later
date. And by making these APIs available to external application
developers and supporting it with an OEM-specific app store, they

TOUCH SCREENS, RESOLUTIONS, CAPACITY

provide a seamless way for innovative entrepreneurs to deliver
beautiful, responsive solutions in a way that greatly enhances the

TELEMATICS GATEWAY
Development cycle – 4 yrs
Life cycle – 15 years
Upgrade cycle – 4 yrs

Partners and other Tier-1 suppliers

customer experience.
To give a simple example, imagine the interactive touchscreen
on a new vehicle. Even on high-end vehicles, these customer

3G, 4G, LTE, 5G, WIFI, BLE, NFC, MQTT, HTTP

experiences lag well behind newly released iPhone or Android
devices. To solve this, OEMs could simply focus on delivering

NETWORK OPERATOR
Life cycle - > 15 yrs

Geo specific supplier base
3G, 4G, LTE, 5G, WIFI HOT SPOTS

high-end hardware (e.g. plasma screens) and leave the software
development to external partners to be continuously delivered
and improved on over time. This would allow a vehicle that was
purchased three years ago to run interactive software developed

TELEMATICS CONNECTIVITY
Development cycle – 2 yrs
Upgrade cycle – 6 months

Pool of IT products
Platform services supplier pool

the previous month. And because OEMs are supplying the end
customers, they can play an active role in both the curation of apps
and their monetization.

CONTENT PROVIDERS AND AGGREGATORS
Rapid innovation
High upgrade cycle (weeks)

Multiple independent neutral
content providers, innovators
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Referring back to the telematics gateway, a simplified future-state

Connectivity Architecture

architecture is shown below (Figure 14).

INFOTAINMENT AND
CONTENT PROVIDERS

WORKSHOP
CORE (PRODUCT COUPLED)

Fig. 15

Fig. 14

CORE AUTOMOTIVE
Product Development Cycle > 4 years
Product Life cycle – yrs

Auto OEM, partner suppliers
CUSTOM PORTAL
AND APPS

APIs

Internet

Internet

Internet

OEM CORPORATE
SYSTEM

Internet

MODULARIZE (OEM REPLACEABLE)
HMI / INFOTAINMENT HU
Development cycle – 4 yrs
Obsolescence – 3 yrs

APIs

CONNECTIVITY
AND TELEMATICS CLOUD

Partners and Tier-1 suppliers

TOUCH SCREENS, RESOLUTIONS, CAPACITY

Internet

Internet

Internet

APIs
VOICE

MODULARIZE (OEM REPLACEABLE))
TELEMATICS GATEWAY
Development cycle – 4 yrs
Life cycle - 15 years
Obsolescence, Upgrade – 4 yrs

Partners and other Tier-1 suppliers

3G, 4G, LTE, 5G, WIFI, BLE, NFC, MQTT, HTTP

GOVERNMENT,
TRAFFIC AGENCIES

IN-CAR
NETWORK

EMERGENCY
SERVICES

This platform provides basic connectivity services, such as
authentication, service discovery, and routing, along with VPN
connections, software cache, and settings.
Given that connectivity-based innovation will continue, connectivity platforms should provide a solid, extensible foundation to

There are significantly less customer-facing elements with multi-

quickly onboard new capabilities. A cloud-based platform can be

year lead times. While the Teslas of the world have moved in this

an ideal choice, as it provides scalability, cost efficiencies and rapid

direction, many OEMs still possess legacy structures that make such

time to market capabilities.

changes appear formidable. However, we believe that this shift to
simpler, API-rich micro-services architectures is inevitable, and that
early adopters will have significant and decisive advantage. In fact,
some of our OEM clients are already pursuing this approach.

Cloud-based solutions provide more flexibility over time, guarding
against technical obsolescence. OEMs should also retain architectural
flexibility in authentication techniques, security, routing, caching,
application hosting, load balancing, monitoring and logging,

Technology Strategy

administration, directory services, and external integration brokers.

No discussion of connected cars is complete without mentioning

for connected cars from both a product and services perspective.

Establishing such a foundation is key to the technology strategy

fundamental technology strategy. While the topic can quickly
become arcane, there are a few high-level strategic elements we
believe OEMs should consider.
In its simplest form, connectivity architecture includes two things:
data sources and a unified hub or platform to allow these sources
to communicate with each other (Figure 15):

Security
Connected technology holds unrivaled promise, but for this
potential to be realized, these new features must be secure. And
while security is critical for any IT-based capability, one can argue
the bar is even higher for vehicles. Unlike computers and phones,
where security breaches can lead to identify theft headaches,
autonomous operation errors can literally put passengers’ lives
at risk. A robust security mechanism, with multiple levels and
redundancies, is therefore critical to prevent potential threats to
the car and its internal systems.
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Privacy

ORGANIZATION

The automotive sector has experienced a significant increase in

• Cross-functional teams to be defined, constituted, empowered

litigation over the last several years. With the transformation happening with connected and autonomous vehicles, these risks are
likely to increase in volume and magnitude. Connected features
typically depend on the collection and distribution of customer
and vehicle data to third parties such as infrastructure operators,
insurers, and external service providers.
Automotive OEMs need to think carefully about how to use this
information (get, store, analyze, transmit) to ensure ongoing compliance with applicable privacy regulations such as the newly intro-

and communicated
• Governance established to make decisions quickly while
respecting regulatory and policy constraints
• Program management to take on agile practices and
accommodate bimodal nature of vehicle-software feature
delivery
• Autonomous driving will spur social transformation and
require collaboration with other OEMs, government agencies,
regulators, and independent service providers

duced European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
At a corporate level, OEMs will have to adjust their policies around
the following questions:
• Which information is collected and not collected?
• How the information is collected?
• Which information to be stored?
• How and which information can be securely transmitted?
• What information is shared vs. retained for competitive reasons?
To maintain competitiveness, OEMs must manage these pitfalls

PROCESS
• Alignment of product development process and IT and
innovation
• Move sourcing from command and control mindset, open
up to innovators, and go modular
• Decouple rapid obsolescence areas from traditional product
development process: human machine interface, applications,
and network gateways

without continually escalating the investment required. To do
this, it will be important to architect multiple layers of flexible
data-level security to prevent the need to re-engineer products
as regulations continue to evolve.

Taking Action
To realize the tremendous potential of connected cars, OEMs
should address the following areas:

TECHNOLOGY
• Establish a strong foundation – adopt cloud based services.
Ensure quick time to market, quick services configurations,
scalability and yet low costs structure
• Security: Build multiple redundancies, upgrade frequently,
and prioritize security over other areas
As discussed above, connectivity has rapidly changed – and will
continue to change – the way customers interact with vehicles and

PRODUCT AND FEATURES

the basis upon which they make automobile purchases. The potential

• Conduct value-based assessment to determine features

solve an entirely new set of customer problems and benefit society

to include
• Some features must be provided to avoid perception as
a laggard
• Aftermarket features should not be managed as technological
elements – they should be a part of the larger customer
service processes
• New business models will be driven by experimentation
– adopt a Design thinking approach
• The journey to autonomous will require aggressive incremental
feature development strategy and capabillities

exists for OEMs to deepen their customer relationships and to
as a whole.
The automotive industry is experiencing a period of tremendous
change. While questions remain as to the details, what is certain is
that connected cars will continue to rapidly evolve and customer
expectations will continue to increase. To capitalize on these
trends, automotive OEMs need to have the courage of their
convictions to make the bold moves required in their operating
model, product platform, and risk tolerance. With autonomous
driving and electrification on the horizon, there has never been a
better opportunity to increase market share and simultaneously
change the world for the better.
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